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Introduction---

This article is a continuance of DX engineering work on the
MW1'family of tuners (previous articles: 18 DEe 1985, 07 JPN 1986).

The Mini-MWT-IC, to a certain degree, resenbles the other Mini-
MWT's: however, some less-necessary features of the -lA and -lB have
been removed to permit simpler operation and to provide other
capabilities possibly of greater worth to some DXers. Reducing
the cost of the unit and the conplexity of its construction are also
design goals of Mini-mr-lC. For instance, the BBA-B Broadband
hnplifier Card (estimated cost to build; $ 10) is used rather than
the RFE-A Front End Card which costs nearly twice as much to make.

Items that were removed: Q switch, car radio/car ant. jacks,
special setting for wires shorter than 3 m. / 10', non-mediun-wave
tuning, and vernier (fine) tuning. For many DXers, these items are
unneeded frills.

Mded features are passive tuning (a feature shared with the Luger
MWT-l) and broadband anplification (a feature not provided by any other
heretofore-released MWT-family tuner). The four functions of the
Mini-M-IT-IC are governed by the settings of t"" simple toggle switches,
52 and 53, in accordance with Table 1:

Table 1: Functions of the Mini-M-IT-IC tuner

Desired Function 52 setting 53 setting----

bypass (direct feed:ant. to rot) broadoand (BB)

broadband (BB)

anplifier off

broadband anplification amplifier on

passive tuning tuned anplifier off

active tuning tuned anplifier on

The broadband amplification function is very useful in beefingJ up
the anemic output of smaller tuned loop antennae such as the Paloma.r.

Construction details are being foregone other than to provide a
schematic (Figure 1) and a hole list (Table 2). Much of the infor"oation
(frequency coverage. operation, construction. parts lists, etc.) of
the t,-,> previous l'Wr-family tuner articles may be applied here.
The BBA-B Broadband IUlplifier card is fully described in the artide
"MWDX-4and Mini-MWDX-4 series Phasing Units", dated 11 OCT 1985.

The Mini-MWT-IC may be purchased, fully assenbled, for $ 50 (US)
plus $ 5 shipping within the continental USA / $ 10 shipping to Canada,
Alaska, Hawaii, and US terri tories/ $ 15 shipping to anywhere else.
Checks / money orders should be sent to Mark Connelly - 30 William Road -
8illerica, MA 01866 USA. Note that this price is about $ 25 less than
that of a Mini-mr-lA or Mini-mr-lB and about $ 50 less than that of
the MWT-l Regeneration-Capable tuner. An available option for longwave-
only DXers is frequency coverage of 100 - 550 kBz by using different
tank coils (Ll ; 10000 uH, L2 ; 3900. L3 ; 1500, L4 ; 560, L5 ; 2200,
L6 ; 820, L7 ; 330, LB = 120) and a higher C4 (56 pF instead of 39 pF).
There are no addi tional charges for this longwave version (which we'll
call Mini-lHl'-lC). Delivery time is approximately 4 weeks after receipt
of order for the medium wave version and 6 weeks (because LWcoils are
not normally stocked) for the longwave model.

Figure I: Mini-MWT-l( schematic
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Hole List for Mini-MWT-IC Tuner

I
CS

.IJAF

BOXUSED; Radio Shack 270-238 (5.2" x 2.92" x 2.125")

X, Y, & D par eters are as described in previous articles on the
MWTfamily of tuners.
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Introduction--
This article is a continuance of DXengineering work on the

MWl'family of tuners (previous articles: 18 DEe 1985, 07 Ji'N 1986).

The Mini-MWT-IC, to a certain degree, resembles the other Mini-
MWl"s: however, some less-necessary features of the -IA and -IB have
been removed to permit simpler operation and to provide other
capabilities possibly of greater ...,rth to some DXers. Reducing
the cost of the unit and the complexity of its construction are also
design goals of Mini-K-rl'-IC. For instance, the 8BA-B Broadband
hnplifier Card (estimated cost to build =$ 10) is used rather than
the RFE-A Front End Card which costs nearly twice as much to make.

Items that were removed: Q switch, car radio/car ant. jacks,
special setting for wires shorter than 3 m. / 10', non-mediun--wave
tuning, and vernier (fine) tuning. For many DXers, these items are
unneeded frills.

Added features are passive tuning (a feature shared with the urger
!'lIT-I) and broadband amplification (a feature not provided by any other
heretofore-released MWT-family tuner). The four functions of the
Mini-K-IT-IC are governed by the settings of t..., simple toggle switches,
S2 and 53, in accordance with Table 1:

Table 1: Functions of the Mini-K-IT-IC tuner

Desired Function S2 setting S3 setting---
bypass (direct feed:ant. to rot) broadband (BB)

broadband (BB)

amplifier off

broadband amplification amplifier on

passive tuning tuned amplifier off

active tuning tuned amplifier on

The broadband amplification function is very useful in beefil1<21 up
the anemic output of smaller tuned loop antennae such as the Palana.r.

Construction details are being foregone other than to provide a
schematic (Figure 1) and a hole list (Table 2). Much of the infot"1l18tion
(frequency coverage, operation, construction, parts lists, etc.) of
the two previous !'lIT-family tuner articles may be applied here.
The BBA-B Broadband hnplifier card is fully described in the artide
"MWDX-4and Mini-l1WDX-4 series Phasing Units", dated 11 OCT 1985.

The Mini-MWT-IC may be purchased, fully assembled, for $ 50 (US)
plus $ 5 shipping within the continental USA / $ 10 shipping to Canada,
Alaska, Hawaii, and US territories/ $ 15 shipping to anywhere else.
Checks / money orders should be sent to Mark Connelly - 30 William Road -
Billerica, MA 01866 USA. Note that this price is about $ 25 less than
that of a ~lini-K-rl'-IA or Mini r-IB and about $ 50 less than that of
the MWT-l Regeneration-Capeble tuner. An available option for longwave-
only DXers is frequency coverage of 100 - 550 kHz by using different
tank coils (Ll = 10000 uH, L2 = 3900, L3 = 1500, L4 = 560, L5 = 2200,
L6 = 820, L7 = 330, LB = 120) and a higher C4 (56 pF instead of 39 pF).
There are no additional charges for this longwave version (which we'll
call Mini-LWr-lC). Delivery time is approximately 4 ...,eks after receipt
of order for the medilJ1l wave version and 6 weeks (because LW coils are
not normally stocked) for the longwave model.

Figure I: Mini-MWT-lC schematic
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Table 2:
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.IJAF J.HoleList for Mini-MWT-IC Tuner

BOX USED=Radio Shack 270-238 (5.2" x 2.92" x 2.125")

x, y, & D parameters are as described in previous articles on the
MWTfamily of tuners.
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I Jl RF source in - BNCjack 0.0 0.5 0.3752 Gl GNDH/W- int.& ext. lugs 0.0 1.125 0.113
3 J2 Wire Ant.In - banana jack 1.0 0.5 0.3125
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